
FROM MONTEVERDE AREA 
Minimum 2 passengers 
 
HIKING TO MONTEVERDE CLOUDFOREST RESERVE 
Enjoy a four hour nature tour through the renowned Monteverde Cloud Forest Preserve where a local professional 
naturalist guide will show and explain you of all the different macro/micro flora and fauna. Visit the Golden Toad's 
unique habitat; see birds like the Resplendent Quetzal (the most beautiful bird of the Americas), the Three-wattled 
Bell Bird, and the Black Faced Solitaire. Trees like Strangler Figs, Avocados and Cecropias. Epiphytes like Bromeliads, 
Orchids and Mosses, and a wide array of insects, mammals and reptiles. 
Departure: 7:00am or 1:00pm 
Includes: entrance fee, bilingual naturalist guide and comfortable transportation 
What to bring: comfortable clothes, hiking shoes, sweater or rain coat, binocular and camera 
RACK RATE $74.00 p/person 
 
MONTEVERDE TRAINFOREST 
Travel through the Tropical Cloud Forest by train, on a 6 kilometers railway in 90 minutes. It includes a tunnel, and 
four bridges, one view point where you can observe the Arenal Volcano and Arenal Lake, as well as part of the 
Children’s Eternal Rainforest, and more. 
Departure: 7:00am to 5:00pm 
Includes: entrance fee, tour and transportation with bilingual guide 
What to bring: binocular and camera 
RACK RATE $75.00 p/person 
 
HUMMINING BIRD AND INSECT MUSEUM 
Imagine yourself in a beautiful garden. Now imagine over 100 beautiful hummingbirds flying cheerfully all around 
you! That is what the incredible Hummingbird Garden has to offer. More than 14 species of hummingbirds will amaze 
you with their incredible aerial maneuvers and bright lively colors. Definitively a photography fan's treat! No matter 
what mood you are in these small daredevils will cheer you up and give you an unforgettable air show. Come to the 
hummingbird garden and amaze yourself with these fantastic speeding creatures! Enjoy the world's third largest 
private insect collection. Take a close look at thousands of insects, butterflies and other marvelous species from all 
over the world, presented in a way never seen before anywhere else. Admire the exhibition "Jewels of the Rain Forest" 
by world renowned entomologist Dr. Richard Whitten who has been collecting insects for decades. Learn from Dr. 
Whitten on a special video called "Jewels of the Rain Forest" which is projected in a cinematic auditorium throughout 
the tour. This video features insects from all over Costa Rica, most of which can be found at Selvatura Park. Come and 
be part of one of the world's most beautiful bio-artistic shows at the World Class exhibition "Jewels of the Rain 
Forest". 
Departure: 8:30am / 11:00am / 1:00pm / 2:30pm 
Includes: entrance fee, tour and transportation 
What to bring: camera 
RACK RATE $24.00 p/person 
 
MONTEVERDE CHEESE FACTORY 
During this tour visit three observation rooms as well as the laboratory to see the process of cheese elaboration. A 
slide show presents pictures of the history of Monteverde; the beginnings of the factory and when the tour is over 
you can have a taste of six of the products of the Cheese Factory, including five types of cheese and caramel unique 
to Monteverde. 
Departure: 8:30am or 1:30pm (Does not operate on Sundays) 
Includes: visit to three different rooms for observation of the process and elaboration of the cheese, slide show and 
tasting of six different products 
What to bring: camera 
RACK RATE $31.00 p/person 
 



SELVATURA CANOPY TOUR 
The canopy tour guides start by harnessing you with all the appropriate equipment after which they will address all 
the safety procedures necessary to enjoy this amazing adventure with the "Safety First" motto. You will then be flying 
through 15 cables and 18 platforms with an optional Tarzan Swing at the end of the adventure. Selvatura Park is one 
of the longest canopy tours in Costa Rica. Also it is the only canopy tour located inside the Monteverde Cloud Forest. 
The tour usually takes between 2.5 and 3 hours and can be done by adventurers from ages 4 and older. It is a safe 
adventure for everyone although restrictions may apply. If you are looking for an extreme Monteverde canopy tour 
and amazing rides, Selvatura Park's Zip Lines are your best choice. 
Departure: 8:30am / 11:00am / 1:00pm / 2:30pm 
Includes: comfortable transportation, guide, entrance fee and equipment rental 
What to bring: comfortable clothing, hiking shoes and camera 
RACK RATE $45.00 p/person 
 
TREE TOP WALKWAYS AT SELVATURA (Self-Guided) 
Selvatura's Tree Top Walkways consist of a 1.9 mile trail (approximately 3 kilometer) that crosses through the 
Monteverde Cloud Forest. Here visitors will walk on eight different bridges with various lengths ranging between 150 
feet ( 50 meters ) up to 510 feet ( 170 meters ) and altitudes ranging between 36 feet ( 12 meters ) up to 180 feet ( 60 
meters ). Each bridge has a width of five feet, the widest bridges in Costa Rica, and also a capacity of up to 80 people 
per bridge making them both the longest and strongest bridge systems in the Monteverde Cloud Forest. 
Departure: 8:30am / 11:00am / 1:00pm / 2:30pm 
Includes: comfortable transportation, guide, entrance fee and equipment rental 
What to bring: comfortable clothing, hiking shoes and camera 
RACK RATE $28.00 p/person 
 
 


